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Weather Amnesia
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Presented in conjunction with the Jackman Humanities Institute’s 2019–2020 research theme Strange Weather.
How often do we take note of the strange weather? With the onset of global climate change, weather patterns historically used by societies to anchor and frame the concept of seasonality are becoming less predictable and reliable. Traditional tales guiding ideal preparation, planting, and harvesting times lose their value as knowledge, and all life on earth, from insects to plants, from farmers to fishermen, and from insurance companies to industrial giants, is forced to evolve and accommodate to new circumstances.

At the same time, the increasingly urban nature of our lives, with climate control and accessibility to global goods and services, effectively insulates us from change. Living within modernity’s capacity and mechanics of control, it is easy to forget (and even deny) the abundant evidence of change outside. The artists’ works included in Weather Amnesia offer visual insight into the profound disruptions that are under way. With strangeness becoming the new normal, the exhibition makes us wonder and think about what kind of future awaits us.